GEOLOGICAL MAPPING OF LUNAR CRATER LALANDE: TOPOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATION, MORPHOLOGY AND CRATERING PROCESS
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ABSTRACT:

Highland crater Lalande (4.45°S, 8.63°W; D=23.4 km) is located on the PKT area of the lunar near side, southeast of Mare Insularum. It is a complex crater in Copernican era and has three distinguishing features: high silicic anomaly, highest Th abundance and special landforms on its floor. There are some low-relief bulges on the left of crater floor with regular circle or ellipse shapes. They are ~250 to 680 m wide and ~30 to 91 m high with maximum flank slopes >20°. There are two possible scenarios for the formation of these low-relief bulges which are impact melt products or young silicic volcanic eruptions. According to the absolute model ages of ejecta, melt ponds and hummocky floor, the ratio of diameter and depth, similar bugle features within other Copernican-aged craters and lack of volcanic source vents, we hypothesized that these low-relief bulges were most consistent with an origin of impact melts during the crater formation instead of small and young volcanic activities occurring on the crater floor. Based on Kaguya TC ortho-mosaic and DTM data produced by TC imagery in stereo, geological units and some linear features on the floor and wall of Lalande have been mapped. Eight geological units are organized by crater floor units: hummocky floor, central peak and low-relief bulges; and crater wall units: terraced walls, channeled and veneered walls, interior walls, mass wasting areas, blocky areas, and melt ponds. These geological units and linear features at Lalande provided us a chance to understand some details of the cratering process and elevation differences on the floor. We evaluated several possibilities to understand the potential causes for the observed elevation differences on the Lalande's floor. We proposed that late-stage wall collapse and subsidence due to melt cooling could be the possible causes of observed elevation differences on the floor.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past lunar geological maps (e.g., Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971), all craters (with diameters larger than 10 km) and their surroundings were mapped as an individual unit named as “crater material”. Thus, the crater rim, wall, floor, central peak and ejecta deposits were not recognizable. Recent and ongoing lunar missions provided higher resolution imagery and terrain data which were not available in the past (Krüger et al., 2016).

In general, impact melts distributed widely on floor and wall of a crater. There is a chaotic landscape in crater floor area owing to its continuous evolution during and after the cratering process. The morphological features and distributions of impact melts in and around craters have been broadly analyzed to understand the process of cratering, especially the relationship of melt movement and emplacement with various cratering parameters (e.g., Krüger et al., 2013; Plescia and Spudis, 2014; Srivastava et al., 2013). The geological settings of impact craters’ floors are complex and various in the morphology and topography, thus they are not easy to infer. Geological mapping is a primary tool to interpret complicated terrains by sequentially grouping together materials with similar morphological or componental attributes (Nass et al., 2011; Zanetti, 2015). The resulting geological maps produce the fundamental set of information to understand and interpret the geological history of impact craters.

2. CRATER LALANDE

2.1 Geological setting of Crater Lalande

Crater Lalande (4.45°S, 8.63°W; D=23.4 km) is located on the Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT, Jolliff et al., 2000) area of the lunar near side, southeast of Mare Insularum and on the border of highlands and Mare Insularum (Fig. 1). Lalande has an obvious ray system of ejecta materials and can be inferred as a Copernican-aged crater. It has a distinct central peak, well-formed terraces as well as impact melts that occur almost everywhere on the crater floor and wall. Lalande is a complex crater (Jolliff et al., 2006).
2.2 The distinguishing features of Crater Lalande

The Christensen feature (CF) value derived from Diviner is sensitive to the silicate polymerisation (Glotch et al., 2010). The standard CF values of Lalande crater and its surroundings are shown in Fig. 2. The average value of CF is ~7.2, which supports the possibility that silicic materials may have been distributed in Lalande and its ejecta deposits.

A gammaray spectrometer onboard the Lunar Prospector spacecraft surveyed the natural radioactivity of the lunar surfaces. Lawrence et al. (1999, 2000) recently presented a method for calculating Th abundance with high pixel resolution and produced a global Th abundance map. In this paper, we extracted the part of the recent global low-altitude (0.5x0.5°, corresponding to ~15 km/pixel) Th map that covered the Lalande (Fig.3). The absolute abundances are given in units of ppm. We can see that Lalande has almost the highest, focused concentration of Th (average value is ~12.6 ppm) on the lunar surfaces.

Fig. 4 (a) The TCO map of the Lalande's floor. (b) LRO NAC mosaic showing low-relief bulges in detail in the south western part of the crater floor. (c) The Kaguya DTM data superposed on the TCO map.

3. IMPACT MELT PRODUCTS OR YOUNG SILICIC VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

3.1 A candidate for volcanic domes?

There are two types of lunar domes: mare (ordinary) domes and silicic domes. Mare dome are gentler swells, with elevation difference of about 300 m above the plane surface, often have flank slopes <7°. While domes found by Sato et al. (2011) at Compton-Belkovich are silicic domes. One of them is ~500 m in diameter at the base and ~100 m high with flank slopes >20°, indicating a more viscous (silicic) lava composition than mare (ordinary) domes with low-viscosity mare basalt lavas. The Lalande’s floor includes a series of low-relief bulges whose diameters range from ~250 to 680 meter and heights are from ~30 to 91 meter, some with steeply sloping sides. The biggest bulge (Fig. 4b) is ~680 m in diameter at the base and ~90 m high and its maximum flank slope is >20°. The 8 mm features measured by Diviner (Fig. 3) indicate that these low-relief bulges are rich in silica and are significantly different from mare materials surrounding Lalande. These bulges look like silicic domes because of their higher silicic composition and steeper slopes and are in common with those found on Earth, associated with silicic (for example, thylotic) volcanism.

3.2 Impact melt productions

Crater Lalande has an obvious ray system, a sharp crater rim and a well-preserved shape which indicate that it is a Copernican-aged crater (Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971). If there are some silicic domes on Lalande's floor formed after the impact event, there is an evidence for a period of the small and youngest basaltic activities on the lunar surfaces. But, according to previous studies (e.g., Schultz and Spudis, 1983; Hiesinger et al., 2010), it is thought that on the Moon the commonly accepted cessation of basaltic volcanism is at ~1.0-1.2 Ga ago, which is inconsistent with the formation time of these silicic domes on Lalande’s floor. In addition, we found similar bulge features in other Copernican-aged crater floors such as Kepler, Aristarchus and a highland crater Glushko, etc. It is hard to believe that in the Copernicus era, there were a lot of volcanic activities on the Moon. Moreover, there are some no-mare silicic volcanic activities on the Moon, such as northern Lassell massif, Compton-Belkovich volcanic complex and Gruithuisen domes, which are all in early Imbrian and Nectarian era.
Therefore, the low-relief bulges and floor materials of Lanlande are not likely caused by silicic volcanic activities because they are younger and in Copernican age.

We determined absolute model ages (AMAs) of seven regions (Fig.5) within Lanlander crater in all. These regions included two proximal ejecta deposits (E1 and E2), four smooth ponds (M1-M4) and one hummocky area (F1) on the floor. We identified and measured the craters with diameters larger than 50m on these areas and generated their crater size-frequency distributions (CSFDs) in Fig.6. The AMAs for the sum of ejecta and melt pond count areas were 94.2 Ma and 37.6 Ma separately (Fig.6, red line and green line), while the hummocky area on the floor yields an AMA of about 44.1 Ma (Fig.6, blue line). The AMA of crater floor (hummocky area, F1) is similar to the AMA of impact ponds (sum of M1-M4), which means the materials on the floor formed following the impact event and may come from the melts during impact process.

On the Moon, there is a class of crater, named as Floor-Fractured Craters (FFCs), which is thought to be formed as a result of magmatic intrusion and sill formation (Jozwiak et al., 2012; Schultz, 1976). FFCs are distinguished by abnormally shallow floors cut by concentric, radial, or polygonal fractures which show clear morphologic differences from fresh impact craters. On floors of almost all FFCs, there are fractures or moat features. Topographically, the moats are either flat, or slope downward the wall scarp forming a broad "U" or "V" shape. The Lanlander crater has a diameter of ~23.4 km and a depth of ~2.74 km, the ratio of depth and diameter is about 0.12. In addition, the floor of Lanlander cannot find "U" or "V" shape fractures on the floor. Therefore, we think Lanlander is not a FFC and there is no subsequent volcanic activities after its impact event. Moreover, there are lack of source vents for the formation of volcanic eruptions on the Lanlander's floor. The ratio of diameter and depth and floor morphology do not support an origin related to shallow magmatic intrusion and uplift caused by volcanic eruptions on Lanlander's floor.

From the above comprehensive analysis, we believed that the morphology and geologic context of the low-relief bulges and materials on the floor of Lanlander were most consistent with an origin as impact melt created during the crater formation. In the next section, we systematically documented the various morphological units on floor and wall of Lanlander to understand its cratering process.

4. GEOLOGICAL MAPPING OF CRATER LANLANDE

Our geological map contains eight geological units organized by crater floor units: hummocky floor, central peak and low-relief bulges; and crater wall units: terraced walls, channelled and venerated walls, interior walls, mass wasting areas, blocky areas, and melt ponds. In our geological map (Fig. 7).

4.1 Crater floor units

(1) Hummocky floor

This unit covers almost entire floor and surrounds the central peak. The hummocky floor material is interpreted as impact debris piled up on the floor as the crater formed and immediately coated with impact melt (Plescia and Spudis, 2014). This unit covers an area of roughly 82 km² and is comprised of abundant boulders along with a relatively smaller proportion of smooth material (Fig. 7). In addition, there are many cooling fractures (Fig. 7, yellow lines) on this unit. Fractures form in solidified rock during the cooling of impact melts coming from cratering process (Xiao et al., 2014). These fractures mostly gather in subparallel groups, along the border of crater floor and crater wall (Fig. 8a). In addition, there are some fractures varying in orientation across the crater floor and sometimes forming polygonal patterns (Fig. 8b). The appearance of polygonal fracture patterns is mainly induced by subsidence of the deposits during the process of cooling and solidification (Wilson and Head, 2011).
150 m - rock fragments move downslope. If melt flowing to... surface topographic... ruptures or relatively thin zones of intense... divided into three sub-units (Fig.7) according to its elevation, shape and rock abundance (RA), which are central peak I, central peak II and boulder region.

(3) Low-relief bulges
These low-relief bulges are in the left of crater floor and are inferred as the boulders or rubbles covered by impact melt materials formed during impact process (in section 3). These low-relief bulges have very smooth surfaces and few post-craters, and some small boulders or boulder clusters are on them (Fig. 4b). On the left of these bulges, there are several terraces developed on the crater wall resulting in a mottled and hummocky appearance and mass wasting. The strong mass wasting movements may supply a plenty of boulders and clastic materials for the formation of these bulges.

4.2 Crater floor units

(1) Terraced walls
We can see that there are several collapses and mass wasting movements on the western part of Lalande's wall. 3-4 well developed terraces with varied widths (~700 m to 3 km) are around the crater wall and define some faults subparallel to the terrace boundaries (Fig. 7). These terraced walls are several hundred meters high and occupy an area of ~320 km². Impact melts has flowed down from the surfaces of the terraces and are gathered in the gentle areas between high and low terraces to form several melt ponds.

(2) Channeled and veneered walls
Here, channeled and veneered walls are described as plentiful channels, commonly displaying levees, flowing down the crater walls (Zanetti, 2015). Between the channelized flows, there is a relatively smooth surface due to thick veneers of melt materials. This unit has deficiently developed terraces and has higher albedo than other parts of crater walls. When moving down slope, impact melts are thought to be both erosive and depositional (Bray et al., 2010). In Fig.9, we can see that impact melts erode into the walls deeply, but it is unclear if the erosion into the wall is mechanical or thermal, or a combination of the two. Single channels can be seen to extend nearly the >2.8 km length of the crater wall. The area of this unit is ~210 km².

(3) Interior walls
The interior walls, different from channeled and veneered walls, are only thinly veneered by impact melt features, and show little channelized melts. This unit is mainly found in the steep northwest, east and south walls, topographically above the channeled and veneered walls. Melt has likely completely drained from these areas, leaving only a thin veneer. These areas occupy roughly an area of 347 km².

(4) Mass wasting and blocky areas
Mass wasting is material downslope movement driven by gravity (Xiao et al., 2013). It tends to erase surface topographic differences and form gentle reliefs. In Lalande's wall, there are slides and flows of mass movements. Slides are mass downslope movements along ruptures or relatively thin zones of intense shear strain, that separate the sliding material from the more stable underlying planar (Highland and Bobrowsky, 2008). A flow is a form of continuous mass movement in which a combination of loose soil and rock fragments move downslope. Particles in a flow are smaller in size than in a debris slide and they behave like liquid during the placement. The appearance of slides and flows of mass wasting movements on the crater walls are shown in Fig.10a and b.

(5) Melt ponds
In craters, impact melt deposits are a mixture of real melt with breccias and rock fragments that have been merged during melt movement. Melt ponds are the result of melt flowing to low areas, cooling and solidifying, fracturing the surface...
Melt ponds can be easily identified by their relative darker albedo in contrast with the surroundings. In Lalande, melt ponds are found between two adjacent terraces and among the hummocky deposits of wall-derived materials near the eastern crater floor (Fig. 7). They have different sizes, and are confined by area available on the terrace where they formed and by the quantity of melt available when they formed. The surface of ponds is often smooth, and has few post-craters. Fractures can be found on almost all ponded surfaces. These fractures are probably due to thermal contraction of the surface during cooling, but may also be related to extension of the surface (Xiao et al., 2014). The largest terrace melt pond is shown in Fig. 5c. It is located approximately 1.1 km above the crater floor, and 1 vertical kilometer below the crater rim. This melt pond is approximately 0.5 km wide and 2.1 km in length along the terrace, and has a surface area of ~1.1 km². There are several fractures approximately paralleling with the right side of the melt pond.

5. GEOLOGICAL MAPPING OF CRATER LALANDE

According to previous studies, the elevation differences on the crater floors, are a relatively general phenomenon, may be caused by the following reasons: (1) material from wall collapse piling up on the neighbouring floor (Margot et al., 1999), (2) differential subsidence due to cooling of the melt column (Xiao et al., 2014), (3) melt movements during the early stages of the crater formation and (4) impact conditions (Hawke and Head, 1977). Here, we evaluated the possible causes of the elevation differences on Lalande's floor based on some observations.

(1) Crater wall collapse. If crater wall collapse played a dominant role in causing the observed elevation differences on the crater floor, it would produce abundant rock fragments on the adjacent floor section where can be raised in elevation (Margot et al., 1999). The extracted RA map on Lalande's floor can be used as a measure of the rock fragment abundance in different floor sections. In the case of the Lalande, the higher elevation western crater floor section has a distinctively higher RA value when compared to the lower elevation eastern floor section. These distributions of blocky areas (Fig. 7) prompt us to think that wall collapse could have possibly played an important role in causing the observed floor elevation differences at Lalande.

(2) Subsidence due to melt cooling. In consideration of the high-energy property of the impact cratering process, a large number of materials slumped along with crater walls and formed melt and rock mixtures lacking spatial coherence on the floor. Cooling of the slumping material causes contraction in lateral and vertical directions leading to subsidence (e.g., Bratt et al., 1985; Wilson and Head, 2011). Therefore, elevation differences on the local scale (irregular topography) are caused by subsidence of melt cooling due to changing amounts of impact melt and rock mixtures at different locations on the crater floor. The patterns of cooling fracture groups formed on an impact melt deposit can represent their underlying terrain topographic differences (Xiao et al., 2014). Fractures in relatively deep areas have a mix of orientations and sometimes form polygonal patterns. Fig. 10b shows a approximate polygon with ~0.7 km wide and 1 km long outlined by fractures on northeastern crater floor. The topographic difference between the rim and the center of the polygon is ~10 m. This polygonal fracture suggests that some amount of subsidence occurred during the cooling of the impact melt on Lalande's floor.

(3) Melt movements during the early stages of the crater formation. This event could be interested in the observed trends in the spatial distribution of the hummocky unit at crater floor. If there are floor elevation differences during the early stages of the crater formation, melt will be expected to move to the lower elevation floor unit and deposit. Thus, low elevation floor sections should have an observationally lower density of the hummocky unit. However, Lalande's floor has no obvious smooth areas instead of a whole hummocky unit (Fig. 7). It indicates that Lalande's floor may be relatively flat during the early stages of the crater formation, and there is no trend of melt movement on the floor. Another possibility is that the impact melts formed in impact process may be too viscous or silicon-rich to flow easily. Thus, melt movements during the early stages of the crater formation is not favored at Lalande to explain the floor elevation differences.

(4) Impact conditions. Here, we only consider two factors, impact direction and pre-impact target topography, how to influence the crater process of Lalande. In Fig.1, the ray system of crater ejecta is around crater rim continuously and symmetrically, and there is no observed zone of avoidance. Therefore, we think crater Lalande is formed by a normal impact. Pre-impact topography has been shown to be an important parameter affecting the crater morphology and melt movement (Gulick et al., 2008). The regional topography at Lalande crater indicates a SW-NE asymmetry with the NE section at the edge of a topographic low. The floor sections exhibit an E-W asymmetry in elevation with the western section at a higher elevation (Fig. 2c). These two observations seem to be not correlated to certain extent. Based on these observations, it is unlikely that impact direction and pre-impact topography can affect the crater floor elevation differences at Lalande.

We observed elevation differences of floor sections within Lalande and evaluated several possibilities to understand the potential causes for the observed elevation differences. We thought that late-stage wall collapse and subsidence due to melt cooling could be the possible causes of observed elevation differences on the floor.

6. SUMMARY

Impacting process on planetary surfaces is a essential geologic process and craters are the most obvious annullar features on the surface of every Solar System body. In general, impact melts distributed widely on floor and wall of a crater. There is a chaotic landscape in crater floor area owing to its continuous evolution during the cratering process. The morphological features and distributions of impact melts in and around craters have been broadly analyzed to understand the process of cratering, especially the relationship of melt movement and emplacement with various cratering parameters. Geological mapping is a primary tool to interpret complicated terrains by sequentially grouping together materials with similar morphological or componental attributes. The resulting geological maps produce the fundamental set of information to understand and interpret the geological history of impact craters. Highland crater Lalande (4.45°S, 8.63°W; D=23.4 km) is located on the PKT area of the lunar near side, southeast of Mare Insularum. Lalande has a obvious ray system of ejecta materials and can be inferred as a Copernican-aged crater and has a distinct central peak, well-formed terraces as well as impact melts that occur almost everywhere on the crater floor and wall. There are three distinguishing features of Crate Lalande: high silicic anomaly, highest Th abundance and special landforms of crater floor.

Some low-relief bulges are found on the left of crater floor with regular circle or ellipse shapes. They are ~250 to 680 m wide and ~30 to 91 m high with maximum flank slope >20°.
There are two possible scenarios for the formation of these low-relief bulges which are impact melt products or volcanic eruptions. We hypothesized that these low-relief bulges were most consistent with an origin as impact melt created during the crater formation instead of small and young volcanic activities occurring on the crater floor because: (1) The AMA of crater floor (hummocky area, ~44.1 Ma) is similar to the AMA of impact ponds (sum of M1-M4, 37.6 Ma), which means the materials on the floor formed following the impact event and may come from the melts during impact process; (2) Lalande crater has a diameter of ~23.4 km and a depth of ~2.74 km, the ratio of depth and diameter is about 0.12. “U” or “V” shape fractures cannot be observed on the floor, therefore we think the Lalande is not a FFC and there is no subsequent volcanic activities after impact event; (3) There are lack of volcanic source vents for the formation of volcanic eruptions on Lalande's floor; (4) We found similar bulge features in other Copernican-aged crater floors such as Kepler, Aristarchus and Glushko. It is hard to believe that during the Copernicus era, there were a lot of volcanic activities on the Moon; (5) There are some no-mare silicic volcanic activities on the Moon, such as northern Lassell massif, Compton-Belkovich volcanic complex and Gruithuisen domes, etc. The AMAs of these volcanic features are all in Early Imbrian and Nectarian era instead of Copernicus era. Therefore, the low-relief bulges and floor materials of Lalande are not likely caused by some young silicic volcanic activities.

Based on Kaguya TC ortho-mosaic and DTM data produced by TC imagery in stereo, geological units and some linear features on the floor and wall of Lalande have been mapped. Eight geological units organized by crater floor units: hummocky floor, central peak and low-relief bulges; and crater wall units: terraced walls, channelled and veneered walls, interior walls, mass wasting areas, blocky areas, and melt ponds. These geological units and linear features at Lalande provide us a chance to understand some details of the cratering process and elevation differences on the floor. We observed elevation differences of floor sections within Lalande and evaluated several possibilities to understand the potential causes for the observed elevation differences on the Lalande's floor. We proposed that late stage wall collapse and subsidence due to melting could be the possible causes of observed elevation differences on the floor.
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